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Retail bankers have been discussing the possibilities of pan-European
banking ever since the single European market in people, goods,
services and capital was mooted. This single market was created 
in 1992, to be followed less than a year later by a single currency, 
the lynchpin of Economic and Monetary Union (EMU). Yet in reality
European markets remain fragmented – as perhaps most clearly
evidenced by the fact that several countries have still not adopted 
the euro.

Whether bankers are in favor of all European Union (EU) member
states being in the eurozone or not, the issue should not be a serious
impediment to the provision of cross-border financial services within
the EU. There are plenty of other obstacles to overcome. And, as the
results of our European survey show, one of the most challenging is
the consumer.

Most European consumers are happy with the banking system in their
country and want to keep it as it is. They would prefer to deal with
their own country’s banks, not foreign banks. And they do not want 
to see the emergence of a handful of pan-European “super-banks”.

Yet banking executives harboring cross-border ambitions should not
give up. Enough positive signals are sent out, particularly in southern
and eastern European countries, to warrant continued effort. People
may not want to see a handful of European megaliths dominating the
market, but that does not mean that they are inherently opposed to
buying products from foreign banks.

Which banks are likely to make the most progress in tapping into the
potential of the vast European market sitting on all our doorsteps? This
research suggests that, in most countries, keeping a local brand could
be decisive. Conspicuously foreign brands are likely to struggle. But to
make generally satisfied and often long-standing customers move their
business, exceptional pricing, service and distribution strategy will be
required as standard.

There are no easy answers in the quest for banking beyond borders.

Brendan Nelson, KPMG LLP (UK)
Global Chairman, KPMG’s Financial Services practice

Foreword
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Much has been said about the prospect of a single European
financial services market. But is there a real appetite for this
among consumers? KPMG set out to test the attitude of the
ordinary customer across Europe, and so build a picture for 
retail banks of both the overall trends and regional variations.

The survey canvassed the opinions of over 2,300 bank customers
across ten countries, seven of which are already in the EU 
(France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and the UK),
two are due to join in May (Czech Republic and Poland), and one
is outside (Switzerland).

This report highlights the key findings of the research and
identifies the strategic challenges that banks will have to address 
if they are to successfully build networks across European borders.

Executive summary
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A pan-European banking system
Most consumers do not want to see the emergence of a 
pan-European banking system dominated by a handful of 
“super-banks”.

Most Europeans would prefer to deal with their own country’s banks
rather than foreign banks, and do not want to see the emergence of a
handful of pan-European “super-banks”. Most people believe banking
in their country is good and are happy with the system as it is.

The results challenge the ambitions of banks hoping to spread their
wings throughout the European retail banking market, at a time when
the EU is enlarging by taking in ten new member states this year.

But the survey also shows that consumers are broad-minded enough
to want to allow foreign banks to gain better access to their markets,
and would consider buying from them. A clear majority support – as 
a concept at least – a single European financial services market.

The UK is the most strongly opposed to foreign influence, with the
Netherlands closely behind it. Germany is the most set against the
emergence of “super-banks”, while other countries, most notably
Spain, Italy, the Czech Republic and Poland are generally very 
positive about the concept of a more open market and buying from
foreign banks.

A conclusion can be drawn that northern and central European
countries are less convinced about dealing with foreign banks, while
southern and eastern European consumers are more enthusiastic.

Naming a foreign bank
Only just over half of people can name a foreign bank.

Irrespective of how much each country’s consumers welcomed
foreign banks, their recall of foreign bank names is almost universally
poor. When asked to “Name the first foreign bank that comes to
mind”, only 52 percent of the total could name one. Deutsche Bank
has the highest recognition. In the UK, more than a fifth of people
naming a foreign bank named HSBC – a British bank! This would
suggest that, to succeed on the European stage, banks face two
choices: invest significant time and money in raising awareness of
their own brands, or acquire or adopt a local one.

1

2
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The euro: countries that have adopted it
Opinion is strongly against the euro in the five countries 
surveyed that have adopted it.

In answer to the question “Has the adoption of the euro been
beneficial to your country?”, 54 percent say “No, it has not been
beneficial”, while only 32 percent say “yes”. The Dutch are the most
negative, with 73 percent saying “no”.

The euro: countries that have not adopted it
By contrast, opinion is favorably weighted towards the euro in
the five countries surveyed that have not adopted it.

In answer to the question “Do you think adopting the euro would be
good or bad for your country as a whole?”, 47 percent say “It would
be good”, while 35 percent say “It would be bad”. The British buck
the trend, with 35 percent in favor and 51 percent against.

Customer satisfaction
Consumers are generally pleased with their main bank…

Despite negative stories about banks frequently appearing in the
media, 78 percent of respondents agree that their bank gives them 
a good service and they are pleased to bank with it. This high level 
of satisfaction may come as a surprise to many.

Switching banks
…yet many are considering switching.

Despite the high degree of loyalty – or is it inertia – shown to banks,
15 percent are considering switching in the next year. The highest
percentage is in Italy (29 percent), perhaps because many customers
are seeking to avoid bank charges, which have recently been extended
to online banking transactions for the first time.

Executive summary
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Important features of a banking service
Three features that matter.

Asked to choose the three most important features that matter when
choosing a bank, “low charges and fees”, “good Internet banking” and
“competitive rates of interest” come first, second and third respectively.

Debt: reasons for optimism and caution
One fifth of consumers use credit or loans to get through to their

next paycheck.

On the subject of loans and mortgages, there are some big national
variations. For example, 46 percent of respondents have no debts
(excluding mortgages), with Italians being the least indebted (59
percent) and Swedes the most (only 30 percent have no debts).
Overall, nearly one fifth of respondents (17 percent) say that they often
or sometimes use credit or loans to get through to their next paycheck
– a concerning statistic in one of the richest regions in the world.

Conclusion: 

Although Europe could technically become one market place
within the next few years, it is still – and doubtless always will 
be – a diverse region. Notions of patriotism jostle with vague
sentiments of belonging to a European community. Banks
therefore need to think very carefully about how they will brand
and market themselves in other European countries – or risk
rejection from their chosen markets. Southern and eastern 
Europe hold out the best prospects for expansionary success.

In a community where over half of adults cannot even name a
foreign bank, the strategic challenge is clear if millions are not 
to be wasted in fruitless expansionist projects.

But, for those that get it right and excel in service and value, the
prize could be enormous: the potential to expand a customer 
base from tens of millions to hundreds of millions.

5 Banking beyond borders April 2004
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Key findings
On behalf of KPMG, YouGov elicited the opinions of over
2,300 bank customers across ten European countries in
February 2004. The survey was conducted online among 
a representative sample of adults aged 18 years and over 
in each country. This report is only a summary of the key
findings. The full survey results may be viewed with the
permission of KPMG.



Figure 1.1   Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

   a. Banking in my country is good and I am happy with the system as it is. 

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All

Czech Republic

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

Key Disagree Don’t knowAgree

9

12

19

17

17

17

7

13

10

10

7

16

31

46

32

25

68

6

53

36

26

13

75

57

34

50

57

14

87

34

54

65

80

A pan-European banking system

Most consumers do not want to see the emergence of a 

pan-European banking system dominated by a handful of 

“super-banks”.

On the face of it, the research findings (see Figure 1.1, questions a, b and c) challenge
the ambitions of those banks hoping to spread their wings throughout the European
retail banking market, at a time when the European Union (EU) is enlarging by taking 
in ten new member states this year. Banks thinking of moving into other European
countries for the first time, or further developing already established networks, may 
find these results worrying. 

Selling financial services in foreign markets is fraught with difficulty, even for EU-based
institutions selling within the EU. And if 53 percent of people agree with the statement
that they would prefer to deal with their own country’s banks, as against 28 percent
who disagree, and 46 percent agree that they do not want to see pan-European
“super-banks”, as against 26 percent who disagree, banks wanting to venture beyond
their home markets are likely to continue to find the going tough.

But it is not all gloom. There are some more encouraging consumer messages within
the results, which give succor to banks expanding beyond their domestic markets.
When asked to agree or disagree with the statement “Banking needs to change, with
markets being opened up more to foreign banks”, 50 percent of respondents agreed
and only 22 percent disagreed (Figure 1.1, question d).

Key findings
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In answering two other related questions, a significant majority (60 percent) said they
would consider buying a financial product from a foreign bank (Figure 1.2) and 68
percent would support moves by the EU to create a single European financial services
market (Figure 1.3). 

The logic that underlies these apparently mixed consumer messages is that, while
people may not want to see power concentrated in the hands of a few dominant
players, they might well still be happy to see a wide range of banks operating across
borders with which they would consider doing business.

Key findings

Figure 1.1  Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

   b. I would prefer to deal with my own country’s banks not foreign banks. 

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All

Czech Republic

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

Key Disagree Don’t knowAgree

11

19

17

27

21

25

13

26

11

26

15

15

28

36

28

30

47

15

23

41

20

35

73

53

47

45

48

28

71

51

48

54

50

Figure 1.1  Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

   c. I do not want to see the emergence of a handful of pan-European “super-banks”.

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All

Czech Republic

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

Key Disagree Don’t knowAgree

22

27

26

28

15

34

27

37

26

32

21

12

26

24

35

10

45

23

22

48

32

22

67

46

50

37

74

21

50

41

25

36

57
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This could also be explained by the psychological and social contradictions that affect
all nationalities and which are widely recognized – the fact that most people admit to
being patriotic, but on the other hand do not want to be seen as blinkered or
xenophobic. The survey, therefore, shows that customers are, by and large, happy with
their home-grown institutions, and being patriotic are prepared to state their support for
them. Yet, they are broad-minded enough to want to allow foreign banks to gain better
access to their markets, and to further establish their liberal credentials, would even
consider buying from them.

The results vary considerably between some countries. The UK and Netherlands are
the most strongly opposed to foreign influence, while Spain, Italy, the Czech Republic
and Poland appear to be much more favorably disposed.

For example, only 38 percent of UK respondents, and only just over half the
respondents in the Netherlands and Sweden, would support the creation of a single
financial services market so that they could more easily buy from banks anywhere in
Europe – but in each of Italy, Spain, Czech Republic and Poland support rides high at
over 80 percent.

Consumers want to

allow foreign banks to

gain better access to

their markets and would

even consider buying

from them

Figure 1.1   Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?

   d. Banking needs to change, with markets being opened up more to foreign banks. 

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All

Czech Republic

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

Key Disagree Don’t knowAgree

34

29

28

31

36

22

42

8

24

35

25

43

22

12

19

21

10

33

3

7

27

34

23

50

59

50

43

68

25

89

69

38

41
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Another illustration of this divergence of opinion can be seen in response to the
question of whether banking needs to change with markets being opened up more to
foreign banks. Whereas in Poland, Spain, Italy and Czech Republic there were clear
majorities in favor of this, in other countries the response was more muted. This was
particularly the case in the UK and Netherlands, but other countries, such as
Switzerland, Sweden, France and Germany, were also lukewarm. 

Is there then a divide across Europe? The research would suggest that, broadly
speaking, northern and central European countries – UK, France, Germany, Sweden,
Netherlands, and Switzerland – are relatively happy with their own banking system and
are equivocal about the value of dealing with foreign banks.

Bank customers in southern and eastern European countries, meanwhile, are less
happy with their banks and regard foreign participation in their home markets as a force
for good. This would tend to accord with some generally accepted facts: that banking
in these countries has historically been inefficient (not surprising in the former Eastern
Bloc countries as private sector banking is little more than a decade old), that
customers usually have to pay for many transactions (a particular issue in Italy at the
moment), and that many foreign banks already operate in these countries (for example,
in Poland some 90 percent of banks are foreign owned, and in Spain, Barclays,
Deutsche Bank and ING have significant operations).

Figure 1.3  Single European financial services market 

 

   Would you support moves by the EU to create a single European financial services 
   market so that you could more easily buy financial services and products from 
   anywhere in Europe?

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All 10 countries

Key Would definitely or probably support

Would definitely or probably not support

Don‘t know

131868

Figure 1.2  Buying from a foreign bank 

 

   Would you consider buying a financial product from a foreign bank (i.e., a bank 
   which has its HQ outside your country)?

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All 10 countries

Key Would definitely or probably consider

Would definitely or probably not consider

Don‘t know

1129?0
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A message for the board is that, unless they are prepared to expend a lot of effort,
banks with pan-European ambitions should not focus too hard on the developed
markets of northern and central Europe. At best, consumers there are politely
interested in the concept of European banking but will need significant encouragement
to truly engage. Banks should perhaps concentrate instead on southern and eastern
European countries where consumers are more welcoming of foreign banks and
propensity to actually buy seems much higher.

Naming a foreign bank

Only just over half of people can name a foreign bank.

Irrespective of how much each country’s consumers welcomed foreign banks, their
recall of foreign bank names was almost universally poor. When asked to “Name the
first foreign bank that comes to mind”, only 52 percent of the total could name one
(Figure 2).

Only Switzerland (80 percent) and Spain (75 percent) had any high levels of recognition,
which in the former is a reflection of the importance of the international private banking
sector and the prevalence of German and French banks in a nation where these are
the two main languages, and in the latter is a reflection of the inroads Deutsche Bank,
Barclays and Citibank have made in the market. Italy (59 percent) registered a
reasonable level of recognition, probably because there are a number of fairly visible
foreign banks operating there.

In France, only 39 percent could name a foreign bank, with Barclays, ING, Deutsche
Bank and Egg coming first, second, third and fourth respectively, the result confirming
that France is one of the hardest markets for foreign entrants to break into. Egg may
have achieved some recognition since it entered France not long ago, but it is widely
accepted that the UK Internet bank has not done as well there as it hoped.

In the UK, only 40 percent could name a foreign bank, the second lowest survey score
– this is excluding HSBC, a British bank, which accounted for 22 percent of those
named (31 out of 138). The UK figures are very low when you consider that London is
the world’s banking capital and that the UK personal financial services market is one of
the most open. The reason lies, perhaps, in the fact that London’s international banking
activity does not permeate down as far as the man, or woman, on the high street, and
that the personal banking market is so dominated by highly efficient domestic
institutions that it is very difficult for outsiders to make an impression.

2
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In Poland, at first glance it is surprising that only 50 percent can name a foreign bank,
when 90 percent of banks are foreign owned. This can be explained by the fact that
many foreign banks are locally branded, so many consumers may not be aware who
owns them. Polish respondents are largely receptive to other European banks 
(Figure 1.1d), which is probably due to the immaturity of the local banking sector and
the need for foreign investment, but it is significant that many foreign players adopt
Polish brand names.

The important lesson to be learnt from this part of the survey is this: banks hoping to
expand in countries with low foreign bank name-recognition (such as Poland, France
and the UK) would be well-advised to use local brand names, while banks with
ambitions in Switzerland, Spain and perhaps Italy may be able to make progress under
their established brands.

Key findings

Banks hoping to expand

in countries with low

foreign bank name-

recognition would be

well-advised to use local

brand names

Figure 2   Naming a foreign bank 

 

   Can you name the first foreign bank that comes to mind?

 

   Top three banks named, all countries: 

Country:           Percentage of sample that could name a foreign bank

All

Czech Republic

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

          *51% if HSBC, a British bank, is included in the responses

Bank:          Percentage of total sample 

Deutsche Bank

Citibank

Barclays

40*

52

43

39

43

59

48

50

75

45

80

4

10

4
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Figure 3   The euro: countries that have adopted it

 

   Has the adoption of the euro been beneficial to your country?

 

   Do you think the whole of Europe should adopt the euro?

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Spain

Key

All

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Spain

Key

Yes

No

Has made no difference

Don’t know

Yes, it should

No, it should not

No preference

19

15

16

11

16

29

19

29

11

52

12979

8 632 54

20 634 40

7 232 58

2 738 53

7 516 73

5 950 36

66

73 11

59

73

3 The euro: countries that have adopted it

Opinion is strongly against the euro in the five countries 

surveyed that have adopted it. 

Consumer opinion is strongly weighted against the euro in the five countries surveyed
that have adopted it. In answer to the question “Has the adoption of the euro been
beneficial to your country”?, 54 percent say “No, it has not been beneficial”, while only
32 percent say “yes” (Figure 3). 

There are wide differences between countries. The Dutch are the most negative about
the euro, with 73 percent saying “no”. The Spanish are the most positive, with 50
percent saying “yes” – but a sizeable number (36 percent) still say “no”. The reasons
for anti-euro feelings running high in the countries surveyed are various, but a common
factor is the widely held belief – true or otherwise – that the conversion from the
national currencies to the single currency has been used by retailers to mask price
rises which has increased inflation.
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Despite this widespread ill-will towards the euro, when asked “Do you think the whole
of Europe should adopt the euro?”, 66 percent answer “yes” – signifying that a large
number of those who think it has not been beneficial still want people outside the
eurozone to join in order to create a more level playing field. This is well illustrated by
the Dutch sample, where there is a large body of opinion against the euro yet a
majority (52 percent) still want the rest of Europe to join.

The euro: countries that have not adopted it

By contrast, opinion is favorably weighted towards the euro in the

five countries surveyed that have not adopted it.

By contrast, opinion is, overall, favorably weighted towards the euro in the five
countries surveyed that have not adopted it. In answer to the question “Do you think
adopting the euro would be good or bad for your country as a whole?”, 47 percent say
“It would be good”, while 35 percent say “It would be bad” (Figure 4). 

There are clear differences between individual countries. A significant number of
respondents in the UK (51 percent) think the euro would be bad for them; yet in the
Czech Republic, only a small proportion (18 percent), think it would be bad. These
results are to be expected: the British public is well known for its overall support of the
pound, while the Czechs appear to be looking forward to joining the EU this year and,
eventually, the eurozone.

Interestingly, Swedish banking consumers are very positive about the euro (53 percent
“good”, 34 percent “bad”), even though in last year’s referendum on whether to join
the euro there was a narrow majority against. 

Key findings
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Figure 4   The euro: countries that have not adopted it

 

   Do you think adopting the euro would be good or bad for your country as a whole?

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All

Czech Republic

Poland

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

Key Bad Don’t knowGood

18

24

22

13

17

14

35

18

26

34

42

51

47

58

52

53

40

35



Customer satisfaction

Consumers are generally pleased with their main bank…

It might come as a surprise to many observers of the banking industry, but European
consumers in general agree that their main bank gives them a good service and they
are pleased with it: 78 percent “strongly agree” or “agree” with this view, and only 11
percent “strongly disagree” or “disagree” (Figure 5.1). Although banks get a pasting in
the press when there is an embarrassing service failure, major fraud is revealed, jobs
are cut or they are perceived to be making excess profits, the survey shows that
consumers probably see these events as aberrations that do not affect their long-
standing banking relationships.

The Dutch (86 percent), Swiss (84 percent), Germans (83 percent) and the Swedes (83
percent) express the greatest satisfaction with their bank, while the Italians (56
percent) express the lowest. Perhaps a perceived inefficiency of Italian banks among
the public, and the fact that banks have been widening their charges to extend to
online banking transactions recently account for these lower satisfaction levels. 

The survey reveals high levels of loyalty – or perhaps inertia – to banks: 53 percent of
respondents have banked with their current main bank for 11 years or more. (Figure
5.2). In the UK, Netherlands and France the figure rises to 68 percent. In Poland and
the Czech Republic the figures are a lot lower, which simply reflects the fact that most
banks in these former communist countries are new and their private banking sectors
are only around 15 years old.

15 Banking beyond borders April 2004
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Figure 5.1   Pleased with their bank

 

   Thinking of your main bank, do you agree or disagree with the statement ”Overall
   my bank gives me a good service and I am very pleased to bank with them“.

 

 

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All

Czech Republic

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

Key Strongly agree

Agree

No opinion

Disagree

Strongly disagree

10 123 55

13 218 58

12 321 52

7 125 58

21 213 43

6 233 53

914 64

920 57

832 51

6 229 55

13 126 52

10

10

12

8

21

5

13

14

8

7

8

5
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Although consumers are generally loyal to their main bank, most of them use other
financial providers: 67 percent of the total sample have a relationship with two to four
providers (Table 5.3). Only eight percent have over five providers, but if the UK results
are stripped out (24 percent have a relationship with over five providers), that
percentage is even lower. The high UK percentage is perhaps a reflection both of the
fragmented and highly competitive market (especially for credit cards) and of the
sophistication of the financial services consumer.

Figure 5.2  Customer loyalty

 

   How long have you banked with your present main bank?

 

 

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All

Czech Republic

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

Key Up to 1 year

6–10 yrs

2–5 yrs

Over 10 yrs

535 21 19

5 29 23

3 13 16

5 19 17

3 29 20

3 10 17

10 41 29

7 28 20

3 12 18

4 17 20

4 14 13

36

68

58

45

68

18

45

67

54

68

Figure 5.3  Multiple financial service providers

 

   Including your main bank, roughly how many financial service providers do you have
   a relationship with (thinking of current accounts, savings accounts, investments,
   credit cards, insurance, mortgages etc.)?

 

 

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All

Czech Republic

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

Key Just 1 3

4

2

5 Over 5

4 820 31 24 12

221 41 22 10

126 44 21 7

519 29 28 11

222 31 25 14

326 30 23 10

322 34 23 15

422 31 29 9

616 28 26 14

515 33 30 11

1113 14 21 18

4

1

7

6

7

4

7

10

7

24
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Switching banks

…yet many are considering switching. 

Despite the overall high degree of loyalty, and the propensity to use a handful of
financial providers, one in seven consumers is likely to switch main banks in the next
12 months (Figure 6). 

The highest percentage is in Italy (29 percent), where customers are probably 
seeking to avoid the bank charges referred to earlier. This is borne out by answers 
to the question “What factors would prompt you to switch from/change from your
main bank?” The key factors for Italians are “price” and “low administrative fees 
and charges”, whereas for Europeans as a whole “repeatedly poor service” is the 
main factor.

Poland also registers a high score for switching (25 percent), which is probably because
the market is still evolving, with new entrants coming into the market with aggressive
advertising campaigns and price-cutting. As in Italy, in Poland “price“ and “low
administrative fees and charges” would be the main reasons to switch. 

UK respondents were less concerned about “price” than any others – maybe a
reflection of its strong tradition of fee-free banking when in credit. 

Figure 6   Switching banks

 

   Do you think you will switch main banks in the next 12 months?

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All

Czech Republic

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

Key NoYes

85

94

80

87

71

91

15

6

20

13

29

9

7525

8317

8812

8812

919

6
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Important features of a banking service

Three features that matter.

Asked to choose the three most important features that matter when choosing a bank,
“low charges and fees”, “good Internet banking” and “competitive rates of interest”
come first, second and third respectively.

Internet banking scores highly. But there are some interesting country differences, with
the Swedes and the Dutch seeing it as by far the most important feature, a finding that
confirms recent Internet banking studies across Europe.

Debt: reasons for optimism and caution

One fifth of consumers use credit or loans to get through to their

next paycheck.

The survey findings on loans and mortgages reveal some big national variations. For
example, 46 percent of respondents have no debts (excluding mortgages), a figure that
is highest in Italy (59 percent), Switzerland (57 percent) and Spain (55 percent).

The Swedes are the most indebted (only 30 percent have no debts), followed by the
UK (38 percent) and France (39 percent). This could be a cause for concern in France
and the UK, where 28 percent and 26 percent of respondents respectively are worried
about the level of their debts. Only 11 percent of the Swedes are worried.

8

Figure 7   Debt: reasons for optimism and caution 

 

   Do you ever use credit or loans to help you get through to your next paycheck?

Country:           Percentage of respondents:

All

Czech Republic

France

Germany

Italy

Netherlands

Poland

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

UK

Key Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

21 624 13

19 616 13

23 611 14

24 642 10

19 636 11

13 674 15

31 505 14

22 612 15

19 635 14

17 721 10

18 635 14
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Anyone who has to use credit or take out a loan to see themselves through to the next
paycheck is living on dangerous ground – which is exactly the territory that 17 percent
of European banking consumers get stranded in “often” or “sometimes”. There is
very little difference between nations.

There’s a reasonable, some might say healthy, degree of worry across Europe about
being able to keep up mortgage repayments (17 percent). There is little variation
country to country except in Spain, where as many as 37 percent are worried –
Spanish mortgage lenders take note. 
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Czech Republic

Like most other countries, consumers in the Czech Republic do not want to see the
emergence of a handful of pan-European “super-banks”, and would prefer to deal 
with their own country’s banks rather than foreign ones.

However, only 34 percent agree (survey average 57 percent) that banking in their
country is good, and 59 percent (survey average 50 percent) believe the banking
market needs to be opened up more to foreign banks. They would be much more
likely to buy a product from a foreign bank (71 percent, as against the survey average
of 60 percent). 

This receptiveness to Western European influence is doubtless due to the fact that
since throwing off its communist shackles a decade and a half ago the private banking
sector in the Czech Republic has been created by Western banks, and it is now about
to become a member of the EU.

France

Although the French, one of the most pro-European nations, do not want to see the
rise of a few pan-European banks, they are less opposed than most. And, as for
opening up the banking market more to foreign banks, 50 percent agree, which
matches the survey average exactly.

However, only 53 percent would consider buying from a foreign bank, compared with
the survey average of 60 percent, which shows that the French feel they have a
patriotic duty to their own institutions, as well as being good Europeans.

Furthermore, 40 percent say the euro has not been beneficial to France, with only 34
percent saying it has been beneficial. 

Germany

Germany, also traditionally one of the most pro-European nations is the most opposed
to a few pan-European banks dominating the market (74 percent, compared with the
survey average of 46 percent). And 58 percent believe the euro has not been beneficial
for Germany compared with 32 percent believing it has. Despite that, nearly two thirds
of Germans would support moves to create a single financial services market.

Bank consumers in Germany are price conscious – “low charges and fees” is given as
the most important feature that matters to people when choosing a bank. “Internet
banking” also featured very highly, only being given more prominence in Sweden and
the Netherlands. German consumers are also service driven, with “repeatedly poor
service” being comfortably the main reason consumers might switch banks. 
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Italy

Italy is largely in favor of pan-European “super-banks” – with Spain, the only countries
to buck the survey trend. 

Only 56 percent of Italians say they are pleased with their main bank, the lowest in the
survey against an average of 78 percent. When asked about factors that would prompt
them to switch banks, “price” features more prominently than in any other country. 

Perhaps the most worrying of the many findings for Italy’s banks is that 29 percent of
Italians think they will switch banks in the next year – easily the highest in the ten
countries surveyed, and way above the survey average of 15 percent.

Netherlands

Even though the Dutch have arguably got a pan-European bank in ING, which is doing
well in many countries, they are still against the emergence of a few dominant cross-
border players, and 71 percent would prefer to deal with their own country’s banks
(survey average 53 percent), a figure topped only by the UK (73 percent).

But possibly the most startling finding is their dislike of the euro: 73 percent believe it
has not been beneficial to the Netherlands, easily the highest dissatisfaction level. One
reason could be a belief that retailers have used the conversion from the guilder to the
euro to increase prices beyond the normal rate of inflation.

Another is the big increase in forged bank notes, especially of €50 and €100 notes,
since the euro was launched, which has been a major topic of debate in the Dutch
media this year. Some shops have stopped accepting €100 notes. It is more profitable
for counterfeiters to produce fake euros than guilders because they can be spent in a
much bigger area.

In common with the other three countries that are disillusioned with the euro, a
majority want their EU partners outside the eurozone to join in, which probably
indicates that they believe the euro will work but only if a “level playing field” is
created within the EU.



Poland

The prevalence of European banks in Poland has not translated into a desire to be
dominated by pan-European banks – 41 percent do not want to see this happen, while
only 22 percent do.

Only 18 percent of bank customers have been with their present bank for more than
ten years, which is well below the European average of 53 percent. The reason is that
most banks did not exist before 1990. Banking before then was run by a state bank,
which was then carved up and a private banking sector established, dominated by
foreign institutions. 

Considering how young the sector is, there is a high degree of satisfaction among
respondents with their main bank: 78 percent “agree” or “strongly agree” that their
bank gives them a good service and they are pleased with it, which matches the survey
average exactly.

Spain

Spain is one of only two (the other being Italy) countries where a majority wants a
handful of dominant cross-border banks to evolve. But unlike Italy, many respondents
(77 percent) are very pleased with their main bank (survey average 78 percent). 

It is the only country of the five eurozone members surveyed where a majority say the
euro has been beneficial – 50 percent say “yes” it has been beneficial, 36 percent say “no”. 

All in all, Spanish consumers seem a happy lot and very open to a wider European
market. There is one dark cloud – mortgages. Asked if they are worried about being
able to keep up with their mortgage payments, 37 percent say “yes” (survey average 
17 percent).

Sweden

In Sweden, consumers are fairly evenly split against and for the emergence of a few
pan-European banks, with slightly more against (36 percent) than for (32 percent).
Although 57 percent would definitely or probably consider buying a financial product
from a foreign bank, that is below the 60 percent survey average – surprising,
considering the prevalence in Sweden of pan-Nordic banks. 

A “good Internet banking” service scores more highly in Sweden than any other
country as a feature that matters when choosing a bank. This confirms other survey
findings, that Internet banking is more widely used in the Nordic countries than
anywhere else in Europe, a factor influenced by large distances between population
centers which make branch banking a more difficult proposition.
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Switzerland

Only in Britain and Germany is opinion against pan-European “super-banks” higher than
in Switzerland – 57 percent do not want them, 22 percent do (survey averages, 46
percent and 26 percent) – and 80 percent are happy with their country’s banking
system (higher than anywhere except the Netherlands).

However, as in most other countries, there is a willingness to accept overtures from
foreign banks. In fact, there is a lower preference for dealing with their own country’s
banks than foreign ones (50 percent compared with the 53 percent survey average).
And 60 percent (the same as the survey average) would definitely or probably consider
buying a product from a foreign bank.

Although the majority of Swiss people recently voted not to join the European Union,
43 percent in the survey think their country should join the euro and 45 percent think
they should not, which is a high level of support for a country committed to being
outside the EU.

Throughout the survey, Switzerland produced results close to the survey average. It is
the only country surveyed that will not be an EU member this May, but the findings
indicate that, in banking terms at least, it would make a model EU member. 

United Kingdom

Banks with pan-European goals beware. Besides the fact that 67 percent do not want
to see European “super-banks” (only Germany registered higher opposition), 73
percent would prefer to deal with their own country’s banks (the highest in the survey)
and 75 percent are happy with the UK banking system as it is (third highest in the
survey).

Asked if they wanted the banking market to be changed and opened up more to
foreign banks, only 23 percent agreed – the lowest level of agreement in the survey.
And asked if they would consider buying a product from a foreign bank, only 42
percent said they would – again the lowest percentage in the survey. High levels of
opposition were recorded against joining the euro.

So what’s new? The survey confirms that, in banking, as in many other aspects of
economic, political and cultural life, the British people are fiercely independently
minded. 
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Progress towards a single European financial services market

The European Union Lisbon Summit of 2000 set the goal that the EU should be 
the most competitive and dynamic knowledge based economy in the world by 2010.  
A challenge in achieving this goal was the creation of a single European market in
financial services, which the EU intends to have in place by the end of 2005.   

The EU’s Financial Services Action Plan, which sets out the agenda for creating this
single market in financial services, is nearing completion. The majority of the legislation
is now in place – thirty-seven out of the forty-two measures have now been
implemented. The aim of these measures is to:

• complete a single EU wholesale market
• create open and secure retail markets
• establish high and consistent standards of prudential requirements to underpin the

‘safety’ of the financial markets and support the full utilization of the single ‘passport’
based on home country authorization and supervision.

Significant barriers remain in retail markets – some of these are governmental/regulatory
– host states still have their own regulatory frameworks and differing levels of
consumer protection legislation; and some of these are cultural – language and
attitudinal differences. Overall, however, at a legislative and regulatory level we are
moving towards the completion of the single market and consumers are increasingly
seeing the benefits of this in terms of new players in their market place. 

Source: The Lisbon Strategy March 2000
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